Contributions to Publications from Cartography

In 2014, maps and figures were produced for a large number of publications and theses. Following is an incomplete list of the publications in which they appear. (This is an incomplete list as many maps and figures were for books and articles that are not yet in press or finally accepted for publication.) Note also that some of the figures and maps are used in more than one publication.

Books:


Owen D. Jones, Petter Nyman, Gary J. Sheridan, 2014: Modelling the effects of fire and rainfall regimes on extreme erosion events in forested landscapes, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg

Book Chapters:


Journals:


Graham S; Barnett J; Fincher R; Mortreux C; Hurlimann A, 2014, 'Towards fair local outcomes in adaptation to sea-level rise', *Climatic Change*, http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s10584-014-1171-7


Webb JA, de Little SC, Miller KA, Stewardson MJ (to be submitted) Quantifying the benefits of environmental flows: combining large-scale monitoring data within hierarchical Bayesian models. Freshw. Biol.


Finlayson B, Webber M, Constructing water shortages on a Huge River: The case of Shanghai, Geographical Research


Vietz, G., Cohen, T., Croke, J., In-review, In-channel river benches: floodplain settings, types, and processes of formation, *Geomorphology*


Reports:


Higher Degree Research Publications:


Van der Sant, René, Gary Sheridan, Pim Rijke, Petter Nyman and Patrick Lane The hydrogeomorphic sensitivity of forested water catchments to wildfire” Proceedings of 2012 AFAC/Bushfire CRC conference

Theses (PhD):

Sangeetha Chandra-Shekeran, "Persistence Through Change: Marketisation and Demand Management in the Electricity Industry" (2014)

Sarah Rogers, Household vulnerability to climate change in a rural Chinese county: Does the local state matter? (2014)

Kevin Lo, The shaping and reshaping of low-carbon cities in China: coordinating local efforts on climate change with hierarchical control (2014)


Colette Mortreux (2014) “Understanding Adaptation: Households and Bushfire Risk in Mt Dandenong”

AKM Nuruzzaman, “Social vulnerability to climate change and microfinance organisations” (forthcoming)

Theses (Honours):

Margarita Martinez Obando, “Gender in Disaster Risk Management: Practitioners’ views of gender in the Chilean Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction” (2014)

Heather McGirr, “Food in the city: grounding perceptions of urban food geographies in Melbourne and San Diego County” (2014)

India Arabella Ansell, “New Insights into the effect of the Bipolar Seesaw on the Mid-Latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere during the Last Glacial Period” (2014)

Rebecca Cross, “The Blackened Bough: Constructs of burnt landscapes” (2014)